
Reprinted from IJCAI-89, pages 912{917Negotiation and Task SharingAmong Autonomous Agentsin Cooperative DomainsGilad ZlotkinJe�rey S. RosenscheinComputer Science DepartmentHebrew UniversityGivat Ram, Jerusalem, IsraelAbstractResearch in Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence isconcerned with how automated agents can bedesigned to interact e�ectively. One importantcapability that could aid inter-agent coopera-tion would be that of negotiation: agents couldbe built that are able to communicate their re-spective desires and compromise to reach mu-tually bene�cial agreements.This work uses the language of game theory toanalyze negotiation among automated agentsin cooperative domains. However, while gametheory generally deals with negotiation in con-tinuous domains and among agents with full in-formation, this research considers discrete do-mains and the case where agents have only par-tial information, assumptions of greater inter-est for arti�cial intelligence.A novel, stable, negotiation protocol is intro-duced for the case of agents who are able toshare a discrete set of tasks with one another.The case of agents who may lie to one anotherduring the negotiation, either by hiding some oftheir tasks or by creating �ctitious tasks, is an-alyzed; it is shown that under some conditionslies are bene�cial and \safe," i.e., undiscover-able, while under other circumstances, lies cannever be safe.1 Introduction1.1 The Negotiation ProblemResearch in distributed arti�cial intelligence (DAI) isconcerned with how automated agents can be designedto interact e�ectively. One important capability thatcould aid inter-agent cooperation would be that of nego-tiation: agents could be built that are able to commu-nicate their respective desires and compromise to reachmutually bene�cial agreements. While the general con-cept of \negotiation" has repeatedly been discussed inthe arti�cial intelligence community, there has not beena commonvocabulary for analyzing what is meant by theterm, nor a developed theory for how automated agentsmight be made into capable negotiators.

1.2 Previous Work in Distributed AIWork in DAI has, since its earliest years, been concernedwith negotiation strategies. Smith's work on the Con-tract Net [Smith, 1978] introduced a form of simple ne-gotiation among cooperating agents, with one agent an-nouncing the availability of tasks and awarding them toother bidding agents. Malone re�ned this technique con-siderably by overlaying it with a more sophisticated eco-nomic model [Malone et al., 1988], proving optimalityunder certain conditions. While Smith's original workassumed some autonomy among agents, these agentswillingly bid for tasks without explicit motivation. Mal-one's research introduced a motivational framework inthe language of economic theory, and at the same timeprovided a more secure theoretical language in which todiscuss the task-sharing algorithm.Other research in DAI relating to negotiated agree-ments includes that of Sycara [Sycara, 1988], who mod-eled labor negotiations from a cognitive standpoint, andDurfee [Durfee, 1988], who introduced negotiation as akey issue in the successful interaction of network nodesin the vehicle monitoring domain.1.3 Relation to Game TheoryThis paper imports game theoretic techniques into ananalysis of multi-agent negotiation, in a way analogousto Malone's introduction of economic theory to the Con-tract Net. By introducing the formal language of gametheory, suitably modi�ed for use in an AI context, we canprovide tools for designing negotiation into automatedagents.This research follows in the footsteps of [Rosenscheinand Genesereth, 1985], which also used certain game-theoretic techniques to model negotiation. There, how-ever, the process of negotiation was severely restricted(the agents could only make single, simultaneous o�ers);the primary point of that work was to show how varyingthe axioms of rationality led to altered behavior amongagents.Here, we are not altering the de�nitions ofrationality|we make use of standard game theory def-initions for the most part. Instead, we are using gametheory insights to analyze problems that are of speci�cinterest to AI, and jettisoning game theory assumptionsthat are not relevant to AI. For example, game theorynegotiation deals with continuous domains; we analyze



a discrete negotiation domain, which is more relevantfor the case of automated agents negotiating over setsof actions that are to be shared. Similarly, while gametheory traditionally deals with agents who have full in-formation, we analyze the case where agents may havepartial information, and thus might consider lying to oneanother during the negotiation process.2 De�nitions and Assumptions2.1 The Postmen ProblemTwo agents A and B have to deliver letters to mailboxes.Each has a set of addressed letters, and wants each letterin his set to be in the mailbox to which it is addressed;after the letters are delivered, the agent must be backin the post o�ce. The only operation with any cost iswalking from one place to another (a one meter walk hascost 1). There is no limit on the number of letters thatcan �t in a mailbox.Our agents have received an arbitrary bag of unsortedletters; the agents' sets of letters are disjoint. We wouldlike to enable the agents to negotiate an exchange ofletters such that they both lower their �nal costs.This domain is inherently \cooperative," meaning thatthere will always be at least one deal that increases ormaintains each agent's \isolated" utility, the utility hecould achieve if the other agent did not exist.1 Thispaper deals solely with cooperative interactions.2.2 Domain De�nitionsThere is a weighted graph G = G(V;E) which is the citymap. Each v 2 V represents an address, and each e 2 Erepresents a road. There is a special address in V calledthe \Post O�ce." The weight function w:E ! IN is thedistance of any given road. For each edge e 2 E, w(e)is the \length" of e, or the \cost" of e. Each agent hasa set of letters Li: i 2 fA;Bg which he has to deliver(LA \ LB = ;).If l is a letter then Address(l) 2 V will be the addressof the letter l. If L is a set of letters then Address(L) willstand for fAddress(l): l 2 Lg � V . Address(Li) is theset of all the addresses that agent i has to visit in orderto deliver all his letters. If X � V then Cost(X) 2 INwill be the weight of the minimalweight cycle that startsat the post o�ce, visits all the vertices in X, and ends atthe post o�ce. If L is a set of letters then Cost(L) will beshorthand for Cost(Address(L)). In order to achieve hisgoal, agent i will have to walk at least Cost(Li) meters.Theorem 1 For any two sets of letters L1; L2:Cost(L1) + Cost(L2) � Cost(L1 [ L2):Proof. Doing the minimal cycle for L1 and then doingthe minimal cycle for L2 is only one possible way of doingthe cycle that delivers L1 [ L2, and can not be shorterthan the minimal cycle that delivers L1 [ L2.1This contrasts with non-cooperative domains, where eachagent would do better if it were alone, and will have to lowerits utility just to handle interference in the group setting.The aim there is to keep from lowering your utility morethan necessary.

2.3 Initial Assumptions1. Expected Utility Maximizer: Each agent wantsto maximize his expected utility.2. Complete Knowledge: Each agent knows all rel-evant information.3. No History: There is no consideration given by theagents to the past or future; each negotiation standsalone.4. Commitments are Veri�able: If agent i commitsto delivering some letter l 2 Lj : i 6= j as part of anegotiation agreement, agent j can verify whether icarried out his commitment.3 Negotiation with CompleteInformation3.1 De�nitionsDe�nition 1 A Deal is a division of LA [ LB to twodisjoint subsets, (DA; DB) such that DA[DB = LA[ LB,and DA \DB = ;. This deal means that each agent iagrees to deliver all the letters in Di.There may be many possible deals; we want the agentsto negotiate so as to agree on a single deal. First we haveto decide what constitutes a rational deal, then we haveto �nd a way to make the two agents converge on a singlerational deal in a �nite negotiation process.De�nition 2 If (DA; DB) is a Deal, thenUtilityi(DA; DB) = Cost(Li)� Cost(Di):In other words, the utility for agent i of a deal is thedi�erence between the cost of achieving his goal alone,and the cost of his part of the Deal.A deal � is called individual rational if 8i 2fA;Bg, Utilityi(�) � 0. Let � and �0 be twodeals. We say that � dominates �0, and write� � �0, if and only if (UtilityA(�); UtilityB(�)) �(UtilityA(�0); UtilityB (�0)).2 A deal � is called paretooptimal if there does not exist another deal �0 suchthat �0 � � [Roth, 1979; Luce and Rai�a, 1957;Harsanyi, 1977]. The set of all deals that are individ-ual rational and pareto optimal is called the negotiationset (NS) [Harsanyi, 1977]. The Deal � = (LA; LB) willbe called the conict deal. This deal is a conict becauseno agent will agree to deliver any letters other than hisown.Theorem 2 For any G, w, LA, and LB , NS is notempty.Proof. For the proof of this theorem and subsequenttheorems, see [Zlotkin, 1988].2It is better for at least one agent and not worse for theother; for vectors � and �, �� � if and only if 8i(�i � �i),and 9j(�j > �j).



3.2 The Negotiation ProtocolIn this section we present a negotiation protocol thatensures convergence to a single deal in NS in a �nite ne-gotiation process. The negotiation protocol is iterative:at each step both agents o�er (simultaneously) a dealfrom NS. In each step at least one of the agents has tomake a concession, otherwise they reach a conict.We will be making use of the function �; if � is a dealthen �(�) is the product of the two agents' utilities from�. The protocol is as follows. In each step t � 0, bothagents simultaneously o�er the deals �(A; t) and �(B; t),such that both are in NS and 8i 2 fA;Bg, 8t > 0,Utilityi(�(i; t)) � Utilityi(�(i; t � 1)): The negotiationcan end in one of two ways. We have conict at stept if 8i 2 fA;Bg, Utilityi(�(i; t)) = Utilityi(�(i; t � 1));in which case they then agree on the conict deal �.We have agreement at step t if 9j 6= i 2 fA;Bg suchthat Utilityj(�(i; t)) � Utilityj(�(j; t)). If it is true onlyfor j = A, then they agree on the deal �(B; t): If itis true only for j = B, then they agree on the deal�(A; t). If it is true for both j = A and j = B, thenthey will agree on the deal �(k; t) such that �(�(k; t)) =maxf�(�(A; t)); �(�(B; t))g: If it is true for both j = Aand j = B, and �(�(A; t)) = �(�(B; t)), then they haveto ip a coin and choose between the deals �(A; t) and�(B; t).3Theorem 3 Using this protocol, the two agents willreach an agreement on a deal after a �nite number ofsteps.3.3 Negotiation StrategiesIt is clear that the agents using this protocol can runinto a conict. However, if the conict deal � is not inNS it would be irrational to run into a conict.De�nition 3 A negotiation strategy is a function fromthe history of the negotiation to the current message (of-fer) that is consistent with the negotiation protocol.What will be a rational negotiation strategy? If af-ter step t, agent A decides not to make a concession, hetakes a risk that agent B will also not make a conces-sion, and they will run into a conict. Let �i = �(i; t)for i 2 fA;Bg, and assume that t is not the last stepof the negotiation, meaning that 8i 6= j 2 fA;Bg,Utilityi(�j) < Utilityi(�i): Let pAB be the subjectiveprobability that player A associates with the possibil-ity that player B will �rmly stick to his own last o�er�B and will not make further concessions. By Assump-tion 1, which states that agent A wants to maximize hisexpected utility, he will stick to his own last o�er �A onlyif (1� pAB)UtilityA(�A) � UtilityA(�B); that is, ifpAB � UtilityA(�A)�UtilityA(�B)UtilityA(�A) :For each step t, and for each agent i, we will de�nethe function Risk(i; t) to be:( 1 if Utilityi(�(i; t)) = 0Utilityi(�(i;t))�Utilityi(�(j;t))Utilityi(�(i;t)) otherwise3Later, we will call this last possibility a \mixed deal."

In other words,Risk(A; t) = the utility A loses by accepting B's o�erthe utility A loses by causing a conict :If t is not the last step in the negotiation protocol, then8i 2 fA;Bg, 0 � Risk(i; t) � 1; otherwise, 9i 2 fA;Bgsuch that Risk(i; t) � 0.Risk(A; t) is an indication as to how much A is will-ing to risk a conict by sticking to his last o�er. AsRisk(A; t) grows, agent A has less to lose from a conict,and he will be more willing to take the risk of reach-ing one. It is irrational for A to stick to his last o�er ifRisk(A; t) < Risk(B; t).De�nition 4 Agent A will be said to be using a rationalnegotiation strategy if at any step t+ 1 that A sticks tohis last o�er, Risk(A; t) > Risk(B; t).De�nition 5 SC(A; t) is the set of all the su�cient con-cessions of A at step t. That is, if agent A o�ers inthe \next step" a deal from SC(A; t), then if B doesnot make a concession in that same \next step," Bwill have to do so in the step after that (assuming thatB is using a rational strategy). �� will be a minimalsu�cient concession of A in step t if UtilityB(��) =min�2SC(A,t) UtilityB(�):Zeuthen Strategy: Agent A starts the negotia-tion by o�ering B the minimal o�er, meaning thatUtilityB(�(A; 1)) = min�2NSfUtilityB(�)g: Agent A willmake a minimal su�cient concession at step t+1 if andonly if Risk(A; t) � Risk(B; t):Theorem 4 (Harsanyi) If both agents are usingZeuthen strategies, they will agree on a deal �� 2 NS,such that �(��) = max�2NSf�(�)g3.4 EquilibriumDe�nition 6 (Nash) A negotiation strategy s will bein equilibrium if the following condition holds: underthe assumption that A uses s, B prefers s to any otherstrategy.This is of particular interest to the designers of auto-mated agents, since to be really useful, agent strategiesshould be in equilibrium|it can be publicly known thatan agent is using a particular strategy, and if that strat-egy is in equilibrium, no other designer can take advan-tage of that agent by choosing a di�erent strategy. Inessence, the designers are involved in a meta-game inchoosing their agents' strategies.The Zeuthen strategy is not in equilibrium, becauseunder the assumption that agent A is using the Zeuthenstrategy, agent B can increase his utility by not making aconcession in step t+ 1, such that Risk(i; t) = Risk(j; t)and t + 1 is going to be the last step. If either agentmakes the minimal su�cient concession at the last step,they reach an agreement.Example: Consider the case where the two agents eachget a letter li, and both letters are addressed to thesame address Address(lA) = Address(lB). There areonly two deals in NS: (flA; lBg; ;) and (;; flA; lBg): Ifthey both use the Zeuthen strategy then in step 1, Ao�ers (;; flA; lBg) and B o�ers (flA; lBg; ;). Because



Risk(A; 1) = Risk(B; 1), they both have to concede. Instep 2, A o�ers (flA; lBg; ;) and B o�ers (;; flA; lBg).This is the only minimal su�cient concession for bothof them. Because 8i 6= j 2 fA;Bg, Utilityi(�(j; 2)) >Utilityi(�(i; 2)), and Risk(A; 2) = Risk(B; 2), they haveto ip a coin. If B would stick to his �rst o�er in step2 instead of making a concession, the negotiation wouldend up with both agents agreeing that A takes both let-ters with probability 1, instead of choosing which of thetwo agents will take both letters, each with probability0:5.If the next step is going to be the last step of thenegotiation, we can view that last step as a game innormal form (see Figure 1).4 �i is the minimal su�cientconcession of i, and 8i 6= j 2 fa; bg, i# is Utilityi(�i),while i" is Utilityj(�i).A BI III 0 0 b" b#II a# a" b"+a#2b#+a"2II means concede; I means do not concede:Figure 1: The Last Step as a Game in Normal FormThe only equilibrium point is the mixed strategies,�a#�b"a#+b" ; 2b"a#+b"� for A and �a"�b#a"+b# ; 2b#a"+b#� for B. Theexpected payo� (utility) if they both play the equilib-rium strategy is 2a#b"a#+b" for A and 2a"b#a"+b# for B.De�nition 7 The extended Zeuthen strategy will be theZeuthen strategy, plus the \last step equilibrium strategy"in last step situations.Theorem 5 The Extended Zeuthen Strategy is in equi-librium.This, then, is an equilibrium negotiation strategy thatallows our agents to negotiate on the discrete task ex-changing domain, and reach a rational agreement in a�nite negotiation process.4 Negotiation on Mixed DealsIn the negotiation protocol that we o�ered in Section 3.2,the agents could reach a point in their encounter wherethey have to \ip a coin": they will agree on a pair ofsymmetric deals (DA; DB); (DB; DA), only one of whichthey will actually carry out (according to the ip of acoin). This will be called a mixed deal (previous dealswithout the element of probability will be called \puredeals").4This type of interaction is sometimes called \The Gameof Chicken" in the game theory literature [Rapoport andGuyer, 1966].

De�nition 8 If (DA; DB) is a deal and 0 � p � 1; p 2IR; then [(DA; DB): p] will be a mixed deal. The meaningof such a deal is that the agents will perform (DA; DB)with probability p, or (DB ; DA) with probability 1� p.In the negotiation protocol of Section 3.2, agentsmight agree in the end on a mixed deal, but they hadto o�er only pure deals during every step of the negoti-ation. What would happen if we allowed the agents too�er mixed deals as well?De�nition 9 If [(DA; DB): p] is a mixed deal thenCosti([(DA; DB): p]) = pCost(Di) + (1� p)Cost(Dj): If[�: p] is a mixed deal then Utilityi([�: p]) = Cost(Li) �Costi([�: p]):The de�nitions of domination between two mixeddeals, individual rational, pareto optimal, and NS areequivalent to the case of pure deals.Theorem 6 There exists a number 0 � p � 1; p 2 IR;such that the mixed deal m = [(fLA [ LBg; ;): p] 2 NSand �(m) = maxd2NS �(d): This deal will be called the\all-or-nothing" deal.We see, somewhat surprisingly, that the agents canalways agree on a deal in which one of them does all thework with some probability. From an expected utilitypoint of view, this deal is as good as any other deal, butdeals that divide the letters between the two agents maytake less time to execute. If we change the de�nition ofthe utility function to include time, then the negotiationset may be changed. Of course, if we assume that anagent can go home after he has done his part of the deal,the negotiation set will not change.5 If we, however,assume that each agent has to wait at the post o�ceuntil all letters have been delivered, then the negotiationset will be totally di�erent: even the deal where agentA delivers all the letters may not be good for agent B,who has to wait at the post o�ce. B might prefer someother deal in which he delivers some letters but uses lesstotal time.Theorem 7 The agents using the Zeuthen strategy willagree on a mixed deal d such that UtilityA(d) =UtilityB(d):Theorem 8 In the case of mixed deals the Zeuthenstrategy is in equilibrium.5 Negotiation with IncompleteInformationIn Section 2.3 we assumed complete knowledge of allrelevant information. Only under this assumption canour agents use the negotiation protocol that we o�eredin Section 3.2.6 The subject of this section is what thetwo agents can do when this information is not availableto them.5This is because the time it takes to deliver the lettersin his part of the deal is a linear function of the distancehe has to walk, and if the utility function is linear then thenegotiation set will not change.6The reason for this is because the protocol involves mak-ing o�ers only from NS, which in turn requires the agents toknow their opponent's goals (set of letters).



Let us assume that G and w are common knowledgeand that each agent i knows Li, but does not necessarilyknow Lj : j 6= i. What can the agents do in this situation?A trivial solution would be the mutual exchange ofmissing information at the beginning of the negotiation.The agents, acting as if their new information were true,then continue negotiating as in Section 3.2. This meansthat we will add a \-1 phase" to the negotiation in whichboth agents simultaneously broadcast L�A and L�B . Canwe o�er a \good" strategy to play this \-1 phase" game?We would like to convince the agents to tell the truth,7and we are even willing to introduce a penalty (againstan agent that is proven to have lied) in order to encour-age agents to tell the truth.If the cost of the penalty against a (discovered) lyingagent is in�nity, then if there is any positive probabilityof being discovered, it will be irrational for an agent tolie. If all lies might be discovered, even with a very smallprobability, then the strategy in the \-1 phase" game of\telling the truth" is in equilibrium.There are actually two di�erent kinds of possible lies.An agent might broadcast false information about him-self, or he might commit himself to doing something aspart of an agreement, and then not carry out the com-mitment. We will assume that the second kind of lie isimpossible (Assumption 4), and will thus only concernourselves with the �rst kind of lie.Furthermore, we introduce another assumption:5. Discovery During Negotiation: False informa-tion can be discovered only during the negotiationprocess, not afterwards.Under Assumptions 4 and 5, and if the cost of thepenalty for a discovered lie is in�nite, is the strategy in a\-1 phase" game of \telling the truth" (i.e., broadcastingthe true Li) in equilibrium? More speci�cally, assumingthat B is going to tell the truth, and that A is completelyaware of the encounter's true information (and that Bis truthful), can A do better by broadcasting somethingother than his true LA? We will consider two typicallies in which A might engage: hiding some letters, andcreating some phantom letters.5.1 Hiding LettersBecause of Assumption 4, and our additional Assump-tion 5, it turns out that if an agent simply hides a letterduring a negotiation, it is a \safe" lie|it will never bediscovered, and no penalty will be levied against the ly-ing agent. It may in fact help the agent if he lies.Example: Let the graph be as in Figure 2; the lengthof each edge is 1. The post o�ce is at node a. Agent Bmust deliver a letter �e to node e, while agent A mustdeliver letters �b and �f to nodes b and f . Notice thatthe graph has a cycle, and that each agent needs to min-imally travel a distance equal to the length of the cyclein order to deliver his own letters. Even though agentB, for example, need not actually travel the entire cycle7For one thing, telling the truth is the cheapest alterna-tive (from a computational point of view) in our model ofencounters.

(since he could backtrack after visiting e), he will be in-di�erent between backtracking and completing the cycle,since they cost the same.
Figure 2: Hiding Letter Example5.1.1 Pure DealsIf both agents tell the truth (and use some ZeuthenStrategy), they will end the negotiation on pure dealsagreeing on the mixed deal [(f�b; �e; �fg; ;): 12 ] and theexpected utility for A and B is 4.What happens when A \hides" �b, and tells B thatLA = f�fg?The only deal in NS would be (;; f�e; �fg): This isbecause it would not be individual rational for A to visite; B will thus have to visit e, and it would not be paretooptimal if he doesn't deliver A's letter to f on the way. Bwill have to agree to take A's letter to f , and meanwhileA can go to b and deliver his hidden letter. A's expectedutility will be 6, instead of 4 (if he were to tell the truth),because, under Assumption 5, there is no possibility thatA's lie will be discovered.5.1.2 Mixed dealsIf the agents negotiate on mixed deals, and they bothtell the truth, they will reach the same agreement thatthey would have in the pure deals case. In the situationwhere A is hiding �b, they will agree on [(f�e; �fg; ;): 38 ]8and the expected cost to A will be 38 � 8 + 58 � 2 = 414 , sothe expected utility for A will be 8 � 414 = 334 , which isless than 4. Thus, this lie will not help A in this case.5.2 Phantom lettersExample: Consider the graph on the left of Figure 3(the length of each edge is written next to it). LA isf�a; �cg, and LB is f�b; �cg.5.2.1 Pure DealsIf both agents tell the truth (and use some ZeuthenStrategy), they will end the negotiation on pure dealsagreeing on the mixed deal [(f�a; �bg; f�c; �cg): 12 ]:What happens when A creates a phantom letter, andtells B that he has another letter (�d) to deliver to noded (see the graph on the right of Figure 3)? It would notbe individual rational for B to visit d; A will thus \have"to visit d, and he could deliver B's letter to c on his way.8This is the only deal in NS that satis�es Theorem 7.



Figure 3: Phantom Letter ExampleB will agree to deliver the letters to a and b, and Awill go only until he reaches node c|he has nothing todo at node d. A will get an expected utility of 4, insteadof the 3 he would get if he told the truth. This lie isalso a \safe" lie, since it is a private action; under ourAssumption 4, B cannot verify whether this letter wasdelivered.5.2.2 Mixed DealsThe lie of creating a phantom letter is not \safe" if theagents are negotiating on mixed deals. There is always apositive probability that they will agree on a deal whereB delivers the phantom letter (because of the \all-or-nothing" deal result in Theorem 6), so there is a positiveprobability that this lie will be discovered. If B will haveto deliver that particular letter, then he will ask A to givehim this phantom letter (which does not exist).As we can see from the case of negotiations on puredeals, there exist some situations where bene�cial safelies can be found. However, we do have the followingtheorem which states that under some circumstances,there are no bene�cial safe lies.Theorem 9 Under the assumption that the two agentswill always agree on the \all-or-nothing" deal, when ne-gotiating on mixed deals there never exists a bene�cialsafe lie.Our conjecture is that this theorem is true even with-out the assumption that the agreement will always bethe \all-or-nothing-deal," but the proof of the conjec-ture remains for future work.Under Assumptions 4 and 5, and an in�nite penaltycost for discovered lies, the strategy \tell the truth" forthe \-1 phase" game is in equilibrium when the negotia-tion is on mixed deals, with incomplete information.6 ConclusionIn order to design agents with sophisticated interactioncapabilities, we must �rst develop su�ciently powerfulmodels for analyzing and modeling these capabilities. Inthe case of negotiation, game theory o�ers a startingpoint for the development of this formal model.
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